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Abstract—Social network popularity’s increasing very fast
in our daily life due to recent surge online interaction.Social
network analysis used to interaction of people, media and
communities, because the large use and popularity’s large amount
of information going to hack.Attackers can receive and change
our information, So in this paper we are presenting some
comprehensive survey of different privacy and security issues
that target every user of social networking sites. In addition we
also focus on threats that arises due to sharing of multimedia
contents in networking sites. In this paper we also discuss the
solutions to recover from these issues and threats to apply
response techniques to achieve the goal of trustworthy and secure
social network system.

Index terms: security, privacy, Profile cloning detec-
tion,phishing attack, spamming, malware, etc.

I. INTRODUCTION

A Social Network services (SNS) is a kind of web services
for establishing a virtue connection between people with
other interests, background, and activities. Asocial networking
websites such as Face book, Twitter and MySpace have been
growing rapidly within few past years.
Almost every computer literate people have at least one
account in social network and they spend their large amount
of time on social network each day. SNSs can be very
beneficial for users because they shrink economic and
geographical borders. It is utilized for achieving goals related
to job searching, entertainment, education.
Because of social networks large population and information
base, and its simple accessibility, social networking websites
have become new targets that attract cyber criminals. Cyber
criminals exploit sensitive data and chain of connection mostly
through social engineering and reverse social engineering
(RSE).

Fig. 1. The fundamental concept of SNSs

With these social network characteristics and the more
aggressiveness of attackers methods, privacy and security
issues in social networks has become a critical issue in the
cyber world. Therefore, this paper will present a survey
on privacy and security issues that occur in online social
networks. The next section of the paper will present different
privacy and security issues in online social networks. The
issues include privacy issues, identity theft issues, spam
issues, malware issue, and physical threats issues. The last
section will be the summary of the paper.

II. SECURITY PROBLEMS IN SOCIAL NETWORKS

One of the main problem of social network providers
is the security of user data. Some times users can share
own personal data without being fully aware of results.
Using the reference to detract information can be cognizable
through social phishing. The social networks providers need
the private data for advertisement to generate revenues.
Hence, it is a trade-off between providing security to
users and releasing the same data to advertisers, attackers
can take advantages of it as well. Providing this balance
is challenging as the size and complexity of the data increases.

III. PRIVACY ISSUE

1. Users Identity :

a. De-anonymization Attack:

In De- anonymization attack, attackers study about
sns groups that have similar interests or they have same
background.because it is easier to find the group then
by group they can access individual user’s information.
Attackers use browsing history stealing method to obtain
which websites that victims visited in past to find out victims
group. There are two types of URL links in social networks
site. First one is static link and second one is dynamic link.
static links displays only user’s home section and dynamic
link s have unique group information. Example of static
link: http://www.facebook.com/home/ And dynamic link is
http://www.facebook.com/group s/group number/

b. Neighborhood Attack: :

In this type of attack, attacker know the neighbours of the
victims node and their relationship and identify that node. For



e.g, Attackers know that P has 5 friends Q and R are mutual
friends ,S,T,U are not friends. Attackers can use this Unique
Neighbourhood node graph of P and identify the node of
P. The neighborhood node graph is unique to each network
node of social networks.

Fig. 2. 1-neighbourhood graph.

2. Social Phishing Attack:

A phishing attack is a form of a social engineer attack
against a person with intent to gain access to their credentials.

Phishing link is often a malicious website disguised as a
legitimate website of either a trusted website or a platform that
you might be using. For example, disguised banking website
will ask you to write credentials, and if you do, your data is
stolen. That is one way of doing it.

Another way is asking you to register to a new website
or a platform that presumably looks legitimate, but it isnt.
They can steal a lot more information this way, as it can ask
for name, last name, phone number and ask you to create a
password. Since many users reuse the password and the email,
chances are, they can login into different platforms with your
credentials.

These would be the main attack vectors of phishing attack.
In short, they just want to steal your data. An example is
given in Fig.

Fig. 3. Illustration of social phishing

An organization succumbing to such an attack typically
sustains severe financial losses in addition to declining market
share, reputation, and consumer trust. Depending on scope, a
phishing attempt might escalate into a security incident from
which a business will have a difficult time recovering.

3. Users Profile and Personal Information Leakage.

a. Leakage of information through poor privacy settings.

b. Leakage of information to 3rd party application:

Adding and allowing third party applications to access
users information automatically by many social networking
websites.by Application Programming interface(API) for 3rd
party developers to create and run apps.

c. Leakage of information to 3rd party domain:

For the commercial purpose, advertisement company made
agreement with many social networking websites and they
track users activity and allows access to them

IV. TRADITIONAL THREATS

4.1: SPAMMING:

In spamming attack,the attacker send false messages which
mislead people. traditionally they use emails to spread, but
had become unsuccesful these days due to advanced content
chekers and addition of cost functions to send mails in bulk.
Now Social media act as best medium for spammers to spread
these unsolicited messages. Spams comes in the form of wall
posts, advertisements or hyper links which will be posted
through some fake profiles. Spammers create fake profiles with
the name of some popular person, so even people might believe
the post as true and may open the links which lead them to
the malicious sites that infect users computer or may acquire
some of his private data.

Spammers can even analyse users pesonal content in social
network and create spams accordingly to attract them and
make them feel geniune. According to Nexgate facebook and
youtube provides highest spam content when compared to
others at the ratio of 100:1.
4.2 Malware:

This is a malicious program that has viruses, trojan horses
and worms. Since social networks work on the connections
between different users they can spread easily. Fake profiles
adds to this threat by luring people to open these malicious
links which in turn redirect them to malicious websites or
install some malware on victims computer without his notice.
3rd party applications using social networks API can be the
source of information leakage as most sites lack mechanisms
to detect malicious one. Users feel the apps authentic but
they might be threat.

Malvertising and shortend and hidden links are other
thechniques used by attackers to spread malware. With url
shortening service attackers can shorten their malicious url to
some url which looks authentic but when users click on that
link it follows users to a phishing site or malicious content.



Goo.gl worm is one such example of shortend url attack,And
numerous more like cross site scripting(XSS), clickjacking
attacks done in daily life.

V. SOCIAL ISSUE

Attacker uses the social relationship features for intracting
with different people like employee or a child. Attacker
uses the weapon like love, sympathy, care etc by sending
gifts online or cash. The motive behind this is to do child
pornography, blackmailing or spying, cyberbulling and
cybergrooming etc.

Cyberbullying and cyber-grooming:

Cyberbulling is a type of threat in which teens use social
network sites to harass or bully others. Sometimes these threat
takes a very large shape as attacker use personal information
or false rumors to harm the victim. FACEBOOK, Instagram
are the most common sites for cyberbullying.

Cybergrooming is a threat in which an adult tries to take
sexual advantage of a child by sending erotic pictures or
videos, making a sexual coversation etc. Today ,this is one
of the reason of depression on teenagers .

VI. ANALYSIS OF SNS SECURITY SOLUTIONS

A variety of solutions have been proposed to deal with
these aforementioned security threats. In this Section, we
discuss and provide several methods and approaches proposed
in the literature on SNS security to counter the fruitful
security solutions and to achieve trustworthy, secure, better
privacy conscious SNSs ecosystem. The list all methods and
approaches are shown in Fig. and described as below.

Fig. 4. Security and privacy solutions for SNS.

6.1 Spamming Detection:

Researchers proposed graph and content based features for
detecting spams. They collected real world data and used it as
input of machine learning classifiers to distinguish legitimate
and spam posts. Others have used data mining techniques to
differentiate the data. Several techniques have been proposed
by different researchers like, generic statistical scheme for

identifying spam profiles in Facebook,data stream clustering
method for detecting spammers, honeypot-based approach
for identifying spam on MySpace and Twitter. More over
these social network sites can also restrict spammers by
asking for extra verification during creation of account and
by conducting awareness campaign.

6.2 Malware Detection:

Researchers identified the parameters that are related
to malware propagation in Social networks, which mainly
include graph parameters like numbers of vertices, maximum
degree, average shortest path,longest path etc. By detecting
malicious hyper links malware propogation can be mitigated.

6.3 Built-in security solutions:

Various built-in security solutions, such as user privacy
settings, authorization mechanisms, report abusive content,
etc. Social networks provide authentication mechanisms
in order to ensure that the person who is logging in or
registering is a legitimate user and not a malicious one . By
using two factor authentication like password and verification
code sent to mobile this reduces account being compromised.
Social networks provide privacy settings with which users can
protect their personal data from other applications or users.
For instance, Facebook uses the Facebook Immune System
(FIS) to protect its users against security threats. FIS uses
the adversarial learning method for executing the real-time
checking and classifying actions on Facebook. Also offers
option to report policy violation which protects users against
harassment.

6.4 Digital oblivion:

This is a method where an expiration time is placed on
digital data so that no one can access the data after it has
expired. Nowadays, users publish more and more private data
on SNSs and, subsequently, the data storage capacity of SNSs
is increasing day by day. Therefore, digital oblivion can be
used to protect the privacy of large amounts of data.

6.5 Profile cloning detection:

SNSs, like Facebook, are currently developing a feature
that automatically notifies their users about the cloned profile,
which can be identified by using face recognition technology.
A profile cloning detector called the CloneSpotter system,
which can be deployed in the server side of SNSs. It detects
cloning attacks by exploiting the users information, such as
their login IP.

6.6 Storage encryption:
As we know many SNSs do not have their own data centers
and they usually store the users data in third party data
centers. These centers can share this data with other data



distributors or many political and geospatial events might
reveal the users data to other organizations without their
permission or notifying them. Therefore, a users data should
be stored in an encrypted form to protect it from malicious
providers or other organizations.

6.7 Anonymization:
Data anonymization has been defined as ”technology that
converts clear text data into a nonhuman readable and
irreversible form, including preimage resistant hashes (e.g.,
one-way hashes) and encryption techniques in which the
decryption key has been discarded.

6.8 Phishing detection:
Phishing affects the security and privacy of many traditional
web applications, such as websites, SNSs, emails, and blogs.
Therefore, a lot of anti-phishing methods have been developed
to detect and prevent phishing attacks. Most of these methods
are based on the machine-learning technique in which features
of websites are used to identify the phishing websites.

VII. RECOMMENDATIONS FOR SOCIAL
NETWORKING SITES(SNS)USERS:

a: Remove Unnecessary Personal Information.

b: Adjust Privacy and Security Settings.

c: Do Not Accept Friend Requests From Strangers.

d: Install Internet Security Software.

e: Remove Installed Third-Party Applications.

f: Do Not Publish Your Location.

VIII. CONCLUSION

Privacy and security are important topics in many areas of
computer science.This paper focuses on the problem of privacy
in current online social networks and develops a solution to
it, because sensitive data involve in it.We discuss the different
types of important points from which information can be
accessed by attckers. Online social network providers must
do more than produce a service one time and then allow user
access.Rather they must maintain the proper operation of that
service over time.Social network providers need to anonymize
their social networks for research and development both in
academia and in industry.
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